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Report for the Year 1937, Cmd 5717, 1938, pp 4-5 or J B Priestley,
English Journey, (London 1934), pp 397-399.
2 Again this view can be found in a wide variety of textbooks, such as
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Year Ward 2 Ward 5 Total
1921 5,123 7,137 8,006 11,153 15,087 46,506
1931 10,085 8,556 9,274 8,235 10,784 46,952
1932 9,684 8,418 8,976 7,883 12,902 47,863
1933 9,044 9,794 9,107 9,392 10,631 47,968
1934 9,168 9,810 9,084 9,173 10,573 47,808
1935 9,226 9,162 9,009 9,221 10,526 47,144
1936 9,178 9,445 8,879 9,098 10,377 46,977








































1911 25.65 32.7 +7.05
1912 25.90 33.8 +7.90
1913 25.49 34.0 +8.51
1914 26.11 31.6 +5.49
1915 23.86 29.9 +6.04
1916 22.79 28.7 +5.91
1917 20.07 25.6 +5.53
1918 20.17 26.3 +6.13
1919 21.71 26.0 +4.29


































RC RC RC RC
Scotland90.38	9.62	89.73	10.27
Clydebank 80.82 19.18 77.40 22.60
1907-08 
Scotland90.17	9.83	89.73	10.27
Clydebank 80.82 19.18 77.80 22.20
Source:- Calculated from Report of the Committee of Council on Education
in Scotland 1906-07, 1907-08 (Cd 3522, 4085).
These figures confirm that the percentage of Roman Catholics in the
Clydebank population was higher than in Scotland and was in the region








registered at 25.95%, 29.85% and 31.11% respectively of all pupils.
Two aspects of population developments relating to the inter-war period
can be mentioned briefly here, though they are dealt with in more detail
in chapters 8 and 13. In 1920 the Clydebank crude birth rate per 1000

















































































221-1. 0-14 yrs. 15-44 yrs. 45-64 yrs. 65+ yrs.
Scotland 32.26% 46.71% 16.04% 5.39%
Greenock 32.74 48.12 14.59 4.53
Clydebank 37.10 49.22 11.32 2.09
2:2a
Scotland 29.48 46.15 18.63 5.99
Greenock 31.75 47.51 16.27 4.45
Clydebank 33.23 48.36 15.37 2.65
1.22.1.
Scotland 26.94 45.77 20.17 7.29
Greenock 30.56 44.89 18.74 5.79
Clydebank 29.39 47.44 18.69 4.48
1221
Scotland 24.8 43.0 22.2 9.9
Greenock 26.7 43.6 21.0 8.8
Clydebank 26.2 46.2 19.8 7.7
Source:- Calculated from Reports on the Census of Scotland 1911-1951
21


























































































































Scotland 2,208,080 1,579,835 628,245 2.5:1
Glasgow 488,599 342,577 146,022 2.3:1
Dundee 89,094 50,506 38,588 1.3:1
Greenock 36,592 28,013 8,579 3.3:1
Paisley 43,764 26,873 16,891 1.6:1
Clydebank 20,516 16,096 4,420 3.6:1
1931 - Those Aged 14 Years +
Scotland 2,221,375 1,554,026 667,349 2.3:1
Glasgow 522,200 356,332 165,868 2.1:1
Dundee 95,369 53,600 41,769 1.3:1
Greenock 35,299 25,751 9,548 2.7:1
Paisley 42,234 27,287 14,947 1.8:1
Clydebank 21,784 16,368 5,416 3.0:1



























1921 No of Females No in Workforce % in Workforce
(12 +)
Scotland 1,967,133 628,245 32.5
Glasgow 408,888 146,022 35.7
Dundee 75,602 38,588 51.0
Greenock 29,032 8,579 29.6
Paisley 35,202 16,891 48.0
Clydebank 16,424 4,420 26.9
1931 No of Females No in Workforce % in Workforce(14 +)
Scotland 1,909,503 667,349 34.9
Glasgow 424,857 165,868 39.0
Dundee 751403 41,769 55.4
Greenock 28,389 9,548 33.6
Paisley 34,884 14,947 42.8
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	215
	0.98	17,496	0.78	1.25








2v 0,97	2;21,622 1.46 
































































Dundee 992 2.0 943 1.8
Greenock 174 0.6 214 0.8
Paisley 420 1.6 374 1.4
Clydebank 81 0.5 64 o.4
Secondary
Scotland 642,789 42.3 606,825 39.0
Glasgow 196,328 57.3 183,222 51.4
Dundee 31,196 61.8 30,435 56.7
Greenock 19,065 68.1 16,588 64.4
Paisley 19,530 72.7 17,341 63.6
Clydebank 13,620 84.6 12,336 75.3
Tertiary
Scotland 519,570 34.1 620,889 40.0
Glasgow 137,413 40.1 165,671 46.5
Dundee 18,318 36.3 22,222 41.5
Greenock 8,764 31.3 8,949 34.8
Paisley 6,923 25.8 9,572 35.1
Clydebank 2,368 14.7 3,986 24.4
FUAATES Age % of Total Age % of Total
Pz_:L_.a .ala No (12+) Female Workforce No (14+) Female Workforce
Scotland 29,071 4.6 18,667 2.8
Glasgow 568 0.4 393 0.2
Dundee 58 0.2 54 0.1
Greenock 40 0.5 23 0.2
Paisley 60 0.4 46 0.3
Clydebank 14 0.3 13 0.2
Secondary
Scotland 237,306 37.8 230,276 3 4.5
Glasgow 65,251 44.7 63,298 38.2
Dundee 27,831 72.1 28,844 69.1












Scotland 361,868 57.6 418,406 6207
Glasgow 80,203 54.9 102,177 61.6
Dundee 10,699 27.7 12,871 30.8
Greenock 5,009 58.4 6,238 65.3
Paisley 4 666, 27.6 5,265 35.2

















































































given to it below. At its maximum it employed over  9,000 men (1919, 1920,





























































1922	. 9,026	 1931 7,991
1923 9,191 1932 6,798
1924 10,777	 1933 7,599
1925 12,174 1934 7,614
1926 11,037	 1935 8,103
1927 11,258 1936 8,405
1928 12,507	 1937 9,104
1929 12,440 1938 7,375
1930 9,463	 1939 8,809
Source:- A Dorman A History of the Singer Co (UK) Ltd


























































































































1919	 9,049	 1930	 5,085
1920 9,297 1931 3,556
1921	 6,322
	 1932	 422
1922 3,653 1933 675
1923	 3,404	 1934	 3,758
1924 5,181 1935 5,381
1925	 4,353	 1936	 5,617
1926 4,150 1937 6,198
1927	 5,372	 1938	 8,075
































































































































































1919	2961	943	1928	606 1885 510 955 60 71
1920 2334 924 1922 626 1611 508 846 45 69
1921	1970	620	798	136 856 407 420 35 64
1922 1318 480 515 138 776 331 344 25 45
1923	793	461	400	166 536 250 227 16 39
1924 2180 434 1055 287 1413 238 591 27 40
1925	692 290	486	157 938 260 392 24 36
1926 1162	432 460 152 988 276 413 26 37
1927	2493 596440 1470 305 589 39 39
1928 2797	699	1(0:1g	386 1553 343 666 39 42
1929	1836 629 750 335 1363 318 568 29 41
1930 1240	663 484	151 1038 258 425 44 41
1931	191 19	20 19 163 18 19 4 39
1932 115	6 22	10	89	3 17 1 19
1933	273 275	73 38 247 92 40 4 20
1934 1687	526 636	198 1349 243 449 19 38
19353160 570	791 412 1430 281 471 33 43
1936 1628	617 704	302 1497 321 593 25 47
1937
	




452 1820 419 678 34 62


























































55.3 14.6 28.0 1.8 86.6 - - 13.4
53.5 16.9 28.1 1.5 87.3 - - 12.7
49.8 23.7 24.4 2.0 92.8 - - 7.2
52.6 22.4 23.3 1.5 91.8 - - 8.2
52.1 24.3 22.1 1.6 88.6 - - 11.4
62.3 10.5 26.0 1.2 90.9 - - 9.1
58.1 16.1 24.3 1.5 85.7 - - 14.3
58.0 16.2 24.3 1.5 86.0 - - 14.0
61.1 12.7 24.5 1.6 83.0 - - 17.0
59.7 13.2 25.6 1.5 85.7 - - 14.3
59.8 14.0 24.9 1.3 83.7 2.0 - 14.3
58.8 14.6 24.1 2.5 85.4 2.1 - 12.5
79.9 8.8 9.3 2.0 88.6 2.3 - 9.1
80.9 2.7 15.5 0.9 90.5 _ _ 9.5
64.5 24.0 10.0 1.0 90.9 - - 9.1
65.5 11.8 21.8 0.9 88.4 - - 11.6
64.6 12.7 21.3 1.5 87.8 - - 12.2
62.8 13.5 22.6 1.0 88.7 - - 11.3
63.3 14.0 21.4 1.3 87.1 - - 12.9
61.7 14.2 23.0 1.2 86.1 - - 13.9










































































































































































UK Scotland % of UK Year UKScotland % of UK
1920 3•9% - - 1930 16.1% 18.5% 114.9
1921 16.9 - - 1931 21.3 26.6 124.9
1922 14.3 -
-
1932 22.1 27.7 125.3
1923 11.7 14.3 122.2 1933 19.9 26.1 131.2
1924 10.3 12•4 120.4 1934 16.7 23.1 138.3
1925 11.3 15.2 134.5 1935 15.5 21.3 137.4
1926 12.5 16.4 131.2 *1936 13.1 18.7 142.7
1927 9.7 10.6 109.3 *1937 10.8 15.3 141.7
1928 10.8 11.7 108.3 *1938 12.9 15.7 121.7






















































1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936* 1937
London 5.6% 8.1% 12.2% 13.5% 11.8% 9.2% 8.5% 7.2% 7.0% 6.34
SE 5.6 8.0 12.0 14.3 11.5 8.7 8.1 7.3 7.2 6.7
SW 8.1 10.4 14.5 17.1 15.7 13.1 11.6 9.4 9.4 7.8
Midlands 9.3 14.7 20.3 20.1 17.4 12.9 11.2 9.2 9.2 7.2
NE 13.7 20.2 2704 28.5 26.0 22.1 20.7 16.8 13.5 11.0
NW 13.3 23.8 28.2 25.8 23.5 20.8 19.7 17.1 17.0 14.0
Northern - - 22.9 17.9
Scotland 12.1 18.5 26.6 27.7 26.1 23.1 21.3 18.7 18.7 15.9
Wales 19.3 25.9 32.4 36.5 34.6 32.3 31.2 29.4 29.4 22.3





















































1923 4,100 244 273 4,617
1924 1,846 287 109 2,243
1925 2,686 239 173 3,098
1926 3,061 235 192 3,488
1927 1,359 208 120 1,687
1.928 1,202 220 159 1,581
1929 1,637 252 173 2,062
1930 3,611 764 303 4,678
1.931 7,896 1,578 603 10,077
1932 10,323 1,515 707 12,545
1933 8,749 831 472 10,052
3.934 5,627 694 .541. 6,862
3.935 4,481 601 630 5,712
1936 3,176 554 503 4,183
1937 2,120 435 294 2,849
1938 1,971 696 341 3,008




51919 there were 500 unemployed in Clydebank,  at the end of 1921 5,006











4.1 and 4.2 - substantial unemployment in the early 1920s falling to a
low point in the later years of the decade, then a rise to an inter-war











































1922 3,653 9,026 12,679
1923 3,404 9,191 12,595
1924 5,181 10,777 15,958
1925 4,353 12,174 16,527
1926 4,150 11,037 15,187
1927 5,372 11,258 16,630
1928 7,626 12,507 20,133
1929 6,675 12,440 19,115
1930 5,085 91463 14,548
1931 3,556 7,991 11,547
1932 422 6,798 7,220
1933 675 7,599 8,274
1934 3,758 7,614 11,372
1935 5,381 8,103 13,484
1936 5,617 8,405 14,022
1937 6,198 9,104 15,302
1938 8,075 71375 15,450




































1926 63% 1933 78%
1927 69 1934 79
1928 67 1935 81
1929 72 1936 82
1930 68 1937 -
1931 74 1938 -



































December 1931, after the cessation of work on the 534 "Queen Mary It
The newspaper printed the following table, based on information from the
labour exchange.








Total	 10,057 458 1,397 223 12,135
Source:- Clydebank Press, 18 December 1931.
These figures show the wholly unemployed to make up  66.4% of the total,
comprising men 65.9%, boys 87 .8%, women 62.3% and girls 71.7%. Here again
the Clydebank proportion of 66.4% wholly unemployed is rather different




































1927 6.5g 18.6% 7.6% 9.0% 12.3% 24.3% 3.0%
1928 4.8 17.8 9.1 8.6 13.1 27.4 4.2
1929 6.3 16.0 12.0 10.1 14.6 24.7 4.1
1930 12.4 21.7 27.4 16.4 20.6 32.2 4.6
1931 34.6 41.7 38.0 24.2 30.3 45.3 7.9
1932 50.4 43.7 35.0 24.3 30.7 45.3 7.9
1933 43.5 40.3 29.3 23.4 30.5 43.8 5.3
1934 29.6 35.7 29.5 19.9 27.7 41.9 3.5
1935 23.5 34.2 25.8 19.3 25.9 44.1 4.4
1936 18.5 28.4 23.6 16.1 22.9 38.5 5.4
1937 11.5 21.4 22.1 12.3 17.4 29.4 5.5
1938 11.5 19.8 22.9 14.6 17.0 30.3 7.2
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among Clydebank inhabitants in the period  1921 to 1930. However this
explanation is moderated by evidence to be considered of relatively high










out. The lowest number employed, in 1932, was still almost 6,800 or










8 in the period 1929 to 1938. Their ability to obtain naval contracts
in the rearmament period of the mid and later 1930s also resulted in
the need for a substantial labour force - here 6 tenders were accepted
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Greenock Dundee Paisley Glasgow South Shields LutonClydebank
1927 6.7% 21.7% 10.0% 13.4% 14.8% 26.5% 3.2%
1928 4.7 20.6 12.8 12.7 15.6 30.6 4.4
1929 6.7 18.7 15.4 15.3 17.3 27.0 4.7
1930 13.5 23.1 27.4 23.6 24.9 35.4 4.8
1931 35.3 47.2 37.6 34.2 36.2 49.8 9.3
1932 56.4 52.0 38.0 37.7 38.4 49.3 10.4
1933 49.9 47.5 35.2 35.8 37.7 47.2 6.8
1934 31.4 40.2 33.6 29.5 33.2 44.7 3.5
1935 23.6 38.0 28.8 27.3 30.6 46.3 3.9
1936 18.2 29.8 25.3 22.0 26.6 40.8 4.3
1937 10.7 23.2 21.7 17.0 20.3 32.1 4.2
1938 10.4 21.3 21.2 18.4 19.2 33.4 5.5













Dundee Paisley Glasgow South Shields LutonGreenock
1927 5.3% 8.7% 5.6% 3.6% 6.3% 9.0% 3.3%
1928 4.4 8.9 6.3 3.2 7.5 9.6 4.6
1929 5.7 9.5 9.7 3.6 9.1 10.3 3.8
1930 13.2 18.5 30.5 8.6 16.1 13.7 5.1
1931 36.2 25.4 41.2 12.6 19.7 19.6 6.8
1932 34.4 19.7 34.3 6.5 15.8 20.6 5.2
1933 21.0 18.3 27.0 6.2 16.0 20.6 3.5
1934 16.0 16.3 26.2 5.4 14.4 16.1 4.o
1935 15.0 16.3 22.8 6.2 13.6 14.9 6.0
1936 13.6 16.8 22.0 5.8 13.2 14.9 8.3
1937 10.3 16.0 22.6 5.7 20.6 14.0 6.9
1938 15.6 14.7 25.2 9.4 11.8 13.6 11.0















































































1923 4.3 5.3 1931	- 7.8	- 7.0
1924 3.8 4.2 1932 - 8.3 - 6.3
1925 4.3 4.1 1933
	
- 6.3	- 5.1
1926 4.6 5.6 1934 - 5.0 - 4.4
1927 3.4 3.4 1935	- 5.1	- 4.7
1928 3.7 3.3 1936 2.1 5.2 2.7 5.0
1929 3.2 3.1 1937	2.6 3.6	2.3 4.1
1930 5.5 6.0 1938 1.8 4.2 2.6 5.0
Source:- W R Garside "Juvenile Unemployment and Public Policy between






















1927 6.0% 13.1% 3.5% 6.6% 11.2% 19.7% 1.0%
1928 6.6 11.0 5.0 8.2 10.3 17.5 0.9
1929 7.1 11.5 5.1 9.1 12.3 19.0 1.3
1930 10.7 17.6 15.4 9.2 12.4 22.9 1.4
1931 27.1 34.6 22.4 18.6 18.4 34.3 3.0
1932 32.6 32.8 19.6 17.9 20.4 35.2 3.0
1933 35.3 31.5 8.9 17.4 19.3 36.9 1.9
1934 46.7 40.0 18.4 19.7 24.6 51.8 1.2
1935 48.4 42.2 19.8 26.5 25.8 69.6 1.8


































































Sept 1929 758,900 102,900 37,250 22,750 45,100 966,800
Aug	1932 1,485,152 277,783 184,518 156,443 412,245 2,516,141
Aug	1936 727,863 125,307 80,549 60,219 331,635 1,3251573
Aug1937 666,625 111,326 71,849 47,295 287,821 1,184,961
Aug
	1938 957,069 161,705 101,770 62,159 279,840 1,562,534
Aug1939 622,408 95,772 63,140 52,819 244,000 1,078,103
As Percentage of All Applicants
Sept 1929 78.5 10.6 3.8 2.4 4.7 100.0
Aug1932 59.0 11.1 7.3 6.2 16.4 100.0
Aug 1936 54.9 9.5 6.1 4.5 25.0 100.0
Aug	1937 56.3 9.4 6.0 4.0 24.3 100.0
Aug	1938 61.3 10.4 6.5 4.0 17.8 100.0

































SE 67.2 13.3 6.2 3.7 9.6 100.0




NE 67.7 8.6 4.5 3.0 16.4 100.0
NW 52.4 12.35.9 4.1 25.3 100.0
Northern36.611.0 6.6 5.540.3100.0
Scotland 40.5 13.6 7.4 5.4 33.1 100.0







N Britain + Wales 48.0 11.5 6.3 4.6 29.6 100.0
















































































Year of Under 12 Over 12	Under 12 Over 12
Application monthsmonthsmonthsmonths
1931-1932 21.2% 78.8% 13.1% 86.9%
1933-1934 36.7 63.3 15.7 82.3
1935-1936 44.5 55.5 29.3 70.7
1937-1938 20.0 60.0 15.4 84.6
(b) Period on Town Council Assistance
1931-1932 24.5% 75.5% 17.9% 82.1%
1933-1934 69.9 30.1 58.6 61.4
1935-1936 94.4 5.6 47.6 52.4
1937-1938 60.0 40.0 44.7 55.3
Source:- Calculated from Applications to Clydebank Town Council for
Additional Relief 1931-1938 (see chapter 5 p 75).
These figures are unlikely to provide completely accurate information on
the actual scale of the problem - indeed the figures for 1931-1932 are






16-23% between 1931-1932 and 1935-1936, at which time the establishment
of the UAB began to affect the comparability of the figures.
The evidence in Table 4.18, when added to the information in Table  4.8,
suggests that indeed, against the national trend, long term unemployment
in Clydebank was becoming less of a problem as the 1930s passed. Though
not negligible even at the end of that decade, the improving employment








.... it is assumed by many people that an older man is more










July 1935. Males aged 23 to 34 comprised 25.2% of the male population .
but 28.5% of the unemployed, whereas those aged 45 to 54 were 18.5% of



























































































10. Between 1931 and 1935 the Scottish rate rose from 26.6% to peak in
1932 at 27.2% and had fallen by 1935 to 21.3%.
11. CTCM, 2 June 1927
12. A Slaven "A Shipyard in Depression: John Browns of Clydebank 1919-
1938", Business History vol. xix, No. 2, July 1977, p.198.











THE CLYDEBANK UNEMPLOYED - A SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE




















































































































































apply to the town council for assistance. This might suggest a much
swifter recovery of male employment prospects as time passed. There is

















Year	No	% No	% No %	No %No %




1935-1936 45 54.9 35 42.7 2 2.4






No	% No	% No	% No %No %
Male95 21.3 327 73.3 17 3.8 7 1.6








































































































































25-34 140 27.7 7,257 22.2 1.25
35v44	119	23.6	6,031	18.4	1.28










25-34 130 29.2 3,638 21.7 1.35
35-44
	113	25.4	2,990	17.8	1.43
45-54 60 13.5 2,697 16.1 0.84
55-64	 47	10.6	1,947	11.6	0.91





25-34 lo 16.6 3,619 22.6 0.73
35-44	 6	10.03,041	19.0	0.53
45-54 3 5.0	2,445 15.3 0.33
55-64
	 23.3 1,687	10.5	0.31












Both Sexes	No of % of (age 15-74)
AgedApplicants Total No
15-24	 2032.3	8,988	27.5	1.17













25-34 lo 18.2 3,638 21.7 0.83
35-44	 19	34.5	2,990	17.8	1.94
45-54 lo 18.2 2,697 16.1 1.13
55-64
	 2	3.6	1,947	11.6	0.31







25.34 - _ 3,619 22.6 -
35-44	 -	-	3,041	19.0	-














Both Sexes No of % of (age 15-74)
Aged • Applicants Total No
15-24 28 24.8 8,988 27.5 0.90
25-34 35 31.0 7,257 22.2 1.40
35-44 30 26.5 6,031 18.4 1.44
45-54 13 11.5 5,142 15.7 0.73
55-64 6 5.3 3,634 9.9 0.54
65-74 1 0.9 1,668 5.1 0.18
TOTAL 113 100.0 32,720 100.0 1.00
Males Aged •
15-24 17 17.0 4,569 27.2 0.63
25-34 35 35.0 3,638 21.7 1.61
35-44 29 29.0 2,990 17.8 1.63
45-54 12 12.0 2,697 16.1 0.75
55-64 6 6.0 1,947 11.6 0.52
65-74 1 1.0 847 5.0 0.20
TOTAL 100 100.0 16,778 100.0 1.00
Females
Aged
15-24 11 84.6 4,419 27.6 3.07
25-34
-
- 3,619 22.6 -
35-44 1 7.7 3,041 19.0 0.41
45-54 1 7.7 2,445 15.3 0.50
55-64
- - 1,687 10.5 -
65-74
- - 821 5.1 -








































size ofColumn 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7



















8 3.8 3.7 3.3 4.9 3.1 3.27.0
9	1.4	-	3.3	2.4	-	-	1.8
10 1.0 ' 1.0 1.3 1.2 - 3.2 0.9
11	 0.6	-	0.7	2.4	-	1.6	0.9
























































86 17.0 11 17.7 20 17.5
103	20.4	13	21.0	25	21.9
84 16.6 8 12.9 18 15.8
88	17.4	16	25.8	25	21.9










applicants with addresses in Dumbarton Road (wards 2 and 4), 40 from
Crown Avenue (ward 5), 26 from Glasgow Road (wards 1 and 2), 24 from



































Status' 1931-1938 1931-1932 1933-1934 1935-1936 1937-1938
Occupier 63.6% 84.5% 60.8% 40.2% 33.8%
Lodger 29.1 11.7 33.3 56.1 4o.o
Hostel 3.2 3.4 4.6 - 3.1
No Fixed Abode 3.8 0.5 0.7 2.4 23.1
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(f13-£26 per annum) 76.5 85.4 75.8 70.7 56.9
43/5d or more per month







































































2-3 months 22 4.3
4-6 months 35	 6.9
7-12 months 48 9.5
1-2 years 64	 12.6



























7-12 months 16 14.0
1-2 years 2219.3














year, whilst the figure for those applying in 1933-1934 was 62.3% and
for 1935-1936 55.5% The figure for 1937-1938, 80.0% has clearly been
affected by the operation of the JAB. Improving economic conditions from























Overall 43.0% 10.5% 38.0% 5.3%
1931-1932 57.8 5.3 31.6 1.5
1933-1934 39.2 11.8 41.2 5.2
1935-1936 30.5 20.7 35.4 12.2
1937-1938 26.2 12.3 47.7 9.2
Transferred
to UAB 32.3 11.7 51.6 4.8
Regained























































information was given by 91 out of the 114, of whom 60 (65.9%) found
















id-5/- 5 1.0 35/1-40- 4o 7.9

5/1-10/-	18	3.6	40/1-45/-	22	4.3
10/1-15/- 17 3.4 45/1-50/- 13 2.6
15/1-20/-	41	8.1	50/1-55/-
	16	3.2







































Milk 3 pints daily @ 3d
Eggs 2 dozen weekly igt 1/2d
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Medical relief granted 61 12.1
Indoor relief granted 23 4.5
Referred to another party eg father 7 1.4





















1931-1932 1933-1934 1935-1936 1937-1938
Financial Assistance 82.5% 74.5% 54.9% 23.1%
Medical Relief 0.5 7.2 20.7 49.2
Indoor Relief 1.5 0.7 4.9 23.1











































171 33.8 114 55.3
75	14.8	28 13.6
54 10.7 21 10.2
21	4.2	6	2.9
13 2.6 2 1.0
9	1.8	1	0.5
























































































No.  cP• 	
c1,3 4
LL
( Previous AOplicalion No.	4.
Residence	//,1	 /F	)151,".....4\partments	a Ren,e5- 49' (per 4* 0
Furm of Relief.upplied for Oiidinary, Able-Bodied or Casual) Date and Hour of Application fOs ile". Irk/ it2
Birthplace
	Asti.,	 Date of Birth
Trade or Occupation a.rt'd where Employed dJr	 work since
If Adult. whether Married or Single. Widow or Widower	 Religion
If Child, whether Orphan, Deserted or Separated
Wholly or Parti.illy Disabled
Disablement
Names of Parent, and Circumstance, if alive As...14.4...4.
31%-sisAps.n.a:	 er-te--sta_Ze..4 e-o-17a(i
Date and Place of Marriage la/ 7pq 22









• Occupation and	Earnings or
Where Employed Other Income REMARKS
Child's*
Relatues (statiog relatio,iskit)
Children not living with Applicant
MarriedNAME	Age or Single








Unemployment Insurance Benefit	 /- 1-3
Workmen's Compensation
Friendly or other Society Allowance




Other Sources of Income
Money (in own, or husband's or wife's name) in Bank, Cu-operative Societies, or elsewhere
I
Length of Res' fence in prt sLiit honse and oi
Pros ions lia_sitit11. -




I ani :ible-1,1xlied, destitute and unable to obtain employment, and declare that the information
given 1i 2. me and appearing in this Schedule i true, and that it contains an accurate statement of
















If Refused, Ground of Refusal
Date
Date




POR USE IN CASE OF POOR CHARGEABLE TO OTHER AREAS
sentClaim









CHANGES IN CIRCUMSTANCES AND INFORMATION FROM VISITING REPORTS.
CI I ANC, ES IN CI RC U M STANCES. ETC
Alterations in	Date of





4 - A (14 c)
C.'17.- 1	 a At.A.




































































































































































































































































1921 (March) 20/- - - 87 59
1921 (June) 15/- 5/- 1/- 80 72
1924 18/- 5/- 21- 101 87
1927 17/- 7/- 2/- 100 96
1930 17/- 9/- 2/- 105 109
1931 15/3 8/- 2/- loo loo
1934 17/- 9/- 2/- 118 123
1936 17/- 9/- 3/- 115 119
























































































































































































































1923 16. 8 : 1 1932 6. 8 : 1
1924 6. 4 : 1 1933 10. 5 : 1
1925 11. 2 : 1 1934 8. 1 : 1
1926 13. 0 : 1 1935 7. 5 : 1
1927 6. 5 : 1 1936 5. 7 : 1
1928 5. 5 : 1 1937 4. 9 : 1
1929 6. 5 : 1 1938 2. 8 : 1
1930 4• 7 : 1 1939 2. 4 : 1














































































































































































































































































































further sub-section, (viii) the '534' Episode, will consider government























































for much of the 1920s and 1930s (see table  7.6 p.167). Yet such wage
reductions had little effect in protecting employment levels  as can be































































































































































































































































Exchange area from 8,325 in March 1934 to 7,107 in April and 6,733 in
May. The average weekly numbers employed in the yard rose from 675 in



























































































































1934 478 2.7 49.2
1935 514 0.8 41.8
1936 942 2.2 47.3
1937 522 4.4 39.1
1938 414 17.1 40.6








































































































Year Population Grant Grant per Head Population Grant Grant per Head
1921 37.9m L63.0m 33/2d 4.9m £8.3m 33/8d
1922 76.7 40/4 11.0 44/8
1923 75.8 i+o/- 10.3 4a/-
1924 78.3 41/2 10.9 44/4
1925 81.7 43/- 11.4 46/4
1926 84.6 44/6 12.1 49/2
1927 87.0 45/8 12.8 52/2
1928 90.1 47/4 13.4 54/6
1929 92.3 48/6 13.3 54/2
1930 107.8 56/8 16.1 65/6
1931 40.0m 130.2 65/- 4.8m 19.7 82/-
1932 126.6 63/2 19.7 82/-
1933 120.5 60/2 18.8 78/2
1934 121.6 60/8 18.3 76/2
1935 125.0 62/4 18.9 78/6
1936 132.9 66/4 21.0 87/4
1937 135.6 67/8 21.3 88/8
1938 136.1 68/- 21.4 89/-
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1919-20 £76,356 32/10d 135,595
1920-21 106 1 594 46,506 45/10 43,456 22,933 3317//1c10
1921-22 103 1 433 44/6 52,422 45/6
1922-23 na - 47,917 41/6
1923-24 na - 52,745 45/10
















1928-29 273,086 117/6 100,091 87/4
1929-30 260,855 112/4 93,083 81/-
(h)











1933-314 214,736 91/4 73,889 68/4
1934-35 227,905 97/- 76,272 70/6
1935-36 222,772 9418 75,597 70/-
1936-37 228,996 97/4 70,519 65/4
1937-38 228,201 97/2 69,737 64/6
1938-39 232,420 99/- 71,541 66/4










































1919-20 £81,558 6.6 fA1,904 15.1 42.4
1920-21 113,614 6.2 49,929 13.0 47.7
1921-22 117,286 11.8 63,505 17.5 67.4
1922-23 na 58,830 18.6
1923-24 na 65,712 19.7
1924-25 112,813 11.1 64,507 16.1 68.9
1925-26 115 / 2 '76 15.0 65,876 20.8 72.1
1926-27 137/ 615 13.7 67,174 22.a 61.7
1927-28 298 1 649 8.2 115,446 14.0 58.6
1928-29 299,764 8.9 118,172 15.3 58.2
1929-30 312,083 16.6 118,459 21.4 77.6
1930-31 259,175 30.8 98,285 36.1 65.3
1931-32 268,633 30.3 99,561 39.2 77.3
1932-33 290 , 037 32.2 110,755 37.6 85.6
1933-34 320,072 32.9 120,184 38.5 85.5
1934-35 333,566 31.7 120,912 36.9 85.9
1935-36 339,315 34.3 130,495 42.1 81.5
1936-37 341,923 33.0 123,346 42.8 77.1
1937-38 325,674 29.9 117,308 440.6 73.6
1938-39 330,916 29.8 120,537 40.6 73.4
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Sept 1921 25/. 28/6 32/- 3/6 ••• 20/- 1/-
Oct
1921 22/6 26/- 29/6 3/b 4o/- 20/- 1/-
June 1924 27/-. 317- 34/6 3/- 23/- 2/-
Aug1925 22/6 26/- 29/6 3/6 4o/- 23/- 2/-
June 1926 22/6 26/- 29/6 3/6 23/- 2/-
Aug
1926 23/- 25/- 27/- 23/- 2/-





























































































































































Man ++ 1 + 2 Additional Maximum Man + Dependent
Date Wife ChildChildren Children Payment Wife Child
June 1930 26/-	28/-	30/- 2/- 26/- 2/ -
Dec1930 26/- 30/- 33/- OW 26/- 2/-
Oct	1931 23/3
	27/3	30/3 2/- 23/3 2/ -
June 1934 26/- 28/- 30/- 2/- 25/- 2/ -
Dec
	1934 26/-	30/-	33/- 2/- nn=1. 25/-. 2/-










detailed in the Clydebank Press in December  1930 - in Clydebank a man
and wife received 26/- (the unemployment benefit level) whilst the rate
in Motherwell and Wishaw was 20/-; in Rutherglen 23/-; Airdrie 23/-;






























































































































































































Stewarts and Lloyds 47 9.96d 39/-
Barclay Curie & Co Ltd k7 10.47 41/-
Beardmore, Parkhead 47 10.47 41/-
Fairfield Shipbuilding Yard 47 10.56 41/4
NB Loco Works 47 10.8 44/4
Wm Dixon Ltd., Crown Street 48 8.75 35/-
Alley and McLellan Ltd '+7 9.45 37/-










1920 81/11 1931 53/4
1921 73/8 1932 60/7
192254/1193354/9
1923 48/4 1934 55/2




1926 51/8 1937 60/2






















































































































































1922 432 1931 462
1923 379 1932 711
1924 153 1933 699
1925 260 1934 386
1926 366 1935 252
1927 125 1936 238
1928 58 1937 182
1929 7o 1938 106
1930 169 1939 44
Source:- Calculated from Clydebank Town Council Minutes 1922-1939











Year No Year No
1930 (December only) 614 1935 300
1931 645 1936 198
1932 607 1937 130
1933 519 1938 78






















































































































































































































































































































1919-20 £285,415 t1,189 6.1d
1920-21 287,820 1,199 6.2
1921 - 22 365,397 1,523 7.9
1922-23 371,756 1,549 8.o
1923-24 375, 654 1,565 8.1
1924-25 383,412 1,598 8.2
1925-26 388,356 1,618 8.4
1926-27 396,956 1,654 8.5
1927-28 40,181 1,68o 8.7
1928-29 407,121 1,696 8.8
1929-30 412,061 1,717 8.9
1930-31 420,144 1,751 9,0
1931-32 418,698 1,745 8.9
1932-33 425,151 1,772 9.1
1933-34 421,825 1,758 9,0
1934-35 419,355 1,747 8.9
1935-36 418,561 1,744 8.9
1936-37 419,181 1,747 8.9
1937-38 416,499 1,735 8.9
1938-39 413,187 1,722 8.8


































































1923-24 £123,500 - £123,500
1924-25 ' - £12,350 111,150
1925-26 21,000 12,350 119,800
1926-27 - 14,450 105,350
1927-28 - 14,450 90,900
1928-29 - 14,450 76,450
1929-30 - 14,450 62,000
































1923, whilst it was frequently over £50,000 in 1923 and 1926-1927, though































1930-31 £476,017 52,773 11.1 £211,473 £16,111 7.6
1931-32 584,308 68,143 11.7 176,682 21,952 12.4
1932-33 461,506 89,766 19.5 186,688 28,491 15.3
1933-34 446,387 101,213 22.7 193,781 32,298 16.7
1934-35 472,760 106,781 22.6 187,996 35,506 18.9
1935-36 474,333 106,999 22.6 205,087 37,728 18.4
1936-37 501,507 102,175 20.4 245,173 32,404 13.2
1937-38 496,526 83,491 16.8 254,066 22,766 9.0




P.R. as % Local Auth. P.R. P.R. as
Year Expenditure Expenditure of Total Expenditure Expenditure of Total
1930-31 £57.3m £3. 9m
	
6.8 Z432.7m Z32 .0m 7.4
1931-32 58.0 4.3 7.4 435.0 30.4 7.0
1932-33 56.5 5.1	9.0 430.3 32.7 7.6
1933-34 57.7 5.9 10.2 433.2 33.9 7.8
1934-35 60.0 6.9	11.5 454.8 36.2 8.0
1935-36 62.6 7.4 11.8 470.9 37.8 8.0
1936-37 64.8 7.1	11.0 484.6 37.2 7.7
1937-38 66.3 5.7 8.6 506.6 34.3 6.8












Clydebank Dumbarton Scotland England and Wales
1930-31 22/4d 15/-d 16/2d 16/-d
1931-32 29/- 20/4 18/- 15/2
1932-33 38/2 26/k 21/2 16/4
1933-34 43/2 30/- 24/6 17/-
1954-35 45/4 33/- 28/8 18/2
1935-56 45/6 35/- 30/8 19/-
1936-37 43/6 30/- 29/6 18/6
1937-38 35/6 21/2 23/8 17/2
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E. Kilbowie 1920 1919 - 42 94 18 154
Whitecrook 1920 1919 - 40 69 lo 119
"Kane Brickwood"+1926 1924 - 60 - - 60
W. Kilbowie 1927 1924 34 82 54 - 170
"Dennis Wilde"-i.
1927 1924 - 60 - - 60
"Atholl"+ 1927 1924 - loo - _ loo
Whitecrook 1928 1924 - 32 - - 32
Parkhall (1st Develop.) 1930 1924 88 190 66 - 344
Parkhall (2nd Develop.) 1931 1924 80 160 80 - 320
Mountblow1931 1924 48 104 40 - 192
Slum Clearance 1934 1930 - 54 18 - 72
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Parkhall (1st Develop) 1930 25.6 55.2 19.2
Parkhall (2nd Develop) 1931 23.0 50.0 25.0
Mountblow 1931 23.0 54.2 20.8
Slum Clearance 1934 75.0 25.0
N. Kilbowie 1938 40.0 48.3 11.6
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Under the 1919 Act 229,473, 3.5
Munitions Houses 36,006. 0.0
Under the 1923 Act 10,340. 0.0
Under the 1924 Act 575,546. 0.7
Under the 1925 Act 1,320. 0.0








































1919-20 - 1930-31 L584,405.10. 3
1920-21 X	9,525 1931-32 636,265.14.0
1921-22 24,245 1932-33 793,850.18. 9
1922-23 n.a. 1933-34 808,399.19. 3
1923-24 n.a. 1934-35 830,525.19. 8
1924-25 204,539. 9.5 1935-36 817,129. 4. 8
1925-26 243,466. 1.5 1936-37 793,730. 8.10
1926-27 255,742. 7.3 1937-38 8011258.13. 1
1927-28 448,917.14.2 1938-39 885,284. 5.11










Year Amount Security Source
1925 36,000. O. 0 Public Health Assessment Public Works Loans Board
1928 £196 1 868.10. o Public Health Assessment Six Insurance Companies
1929 £10,390.17. 9 Public Health Assessment Local Bonds
1931 E199,008. O. 0 Public Health Assessment Local Bonds
























YearRent --a Rate GrantsContributionTOTAL5
L	 i
1919-20 51+0 - - - 540
1920-21 547 907 - - 1,454
1921-22 1,597 1,145 915 - 3,657
1922-23 - _ - _ _
1923-24 - _ - _ _
1924-25 6,316 1,169 4,000 _ 11,485
1925-26 10,219 1,156 6,702 _ 18,077
1926-27 11,828 1,407 7,037 _ 20,272
1927-28 19,597 1,276 13,486
- 34,359
1928-29 21,878 1,249 13,816 _ 36,943
1929-3o 22,755 1,255 13,764 _ 37,774
1930-31 27,451 1,057 14,162 _ 42,670
1931-32 34,064 1,022 18,275 _ 53,361
1932-33 43 1 45 1,035 19,494 _ 63,981
1933-34 44,684 1,054 20,836 - 66,574
1934-35 45,212 1,061 19,087 - 63,360
1935-36 45,348
- 20,096 L 6,910 72,354
1936-37 45,341
- 19,893 9,408 74,642
1937-38 45,423
- 19,572 8,821 73,816
1938-39 46,935
- 19,875 9,641 76,451

























1919-20	t 540	 Z 82,098	 0.7
1920-21 1,454 115,068 1.3
1921-22	 3,657	 120,028	 3.0
1922-23 - -
1923-24	 -	 -
1924-25 11,485 120,316	 9•5

126,651 14.31925-26	18,077
1540,850	 13.41926-27 20,272 319,522 10.8
1927-28	 341359	 114322,891	 .





1930-31 42,670 303,719 17.6
1931-32	53,361	 334,524	 19.1








1936-37 74,642 379,873 19.4
1937-38	73,816 387,592	 19.7



























































































































































































































































































































paid between £13 and £26 per annum in rent and 5.7% paid less than























































Area Property 1923-24 1937-38

















16. 9.0 16. 9.0
16. 9.0 16. 9.0
14. 5.0 14. 5.0
16. 9.0 16. 9.0
16. 9.0 16. 9.0
14. 5.0 14. 5.0






















































































Area 2 apt 3 apt 4 apt 5 apt
E Kilbowie - £26 £30 Z34
Whitecrook
- £26 £30 Z34
Munitions Houses - - E28.12.0
-
"Kane Brickwood" +
- E26 - -
W. Kilbowie £22 E27 £32 11•111
"Dennis Wilde" + - £26 - IMP
"Atholl" + - £26 - -
Whitecrook 32 - £26 -
Parkhall (1st Development) E21 £26 £30 -
Parkhall (2nd Development) £21 £26 £30
Mountblow £21 E26 £30
Slum Clearance - al E13




£27 was the rent of a 3 apartment cottage, £30 a 4 apartment flat,























































































Clydebank 21 26 30
Dumbarton 15 21 25
Airdrie - 23.10.0 -
Coatbridge 20 24.1000 30 Cottage
Glasgow - 27, 29 33, 34
Greenock 18.9.01 25 29 Cottage
19.9.0
19.19.0
Hamilton 17.10.0 25 29
































































































































































Area No. % No. % No . % No. % No.
Whitecrook - - 29 67.4 9 20.9 4 903 1 2.3
"Kane Brickwood" + 3 5.0 38 63.3 10 16.6 7 11.6 2 3 .
W. Kilbowie 4 2.5 111 68.9 33 20.5 3 1.9 10 6.2
"Dennis Wilde" + 2 3.4 4o 68.9 16 27.6 _ _ - -
"Atholl" + 3 2.8 75 70.1 20 18 9. 4 3.8 4 3.8
Whitecrook 32 1 3.7 17 62 9. 7 25.9 MI MO 2 7.4
Parkhall (1st Dev) 1 0.3 237 74.1 60 18.8 19 5.9 3 0.9
Parkhall (2nd Dev) 8 2.7 172 57.9 86 28.9 14 4.7 17 5.7
Mountblow 1 0.5 138 70.4 39 19.9 8 4.1 10 .51
Slum Clearance - - 28 40.0 5 7.1 29 41.4 8 11.4
N. Kilbowie - - 162 60.0 15 5.5 77 25.8 16 5.9
































































































































































































































































Greenock 107.2 103.4 9804 86.6	-19.2
Glasgow 105	106.4	102.8	95.6 - 9.0
Dundee114 114.2 90 77.4	-3201
Paisley 100.4	98.8	94.4	89.6 -10.8




































































Greenock 1606 1508 1502 1409 -1002
Glasgow 1704 17.1 1507 15.7 - 9.8
Dundee15.915.9140213.9-12.6
1504 15.1 14.6 13.9 - 9.7Paisley













































1060 1.29 1.10 1.06 -33.8






1.27 1014 0.94 0.81 -36.2
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£l040 144 136.1 106
1270 176 157.6 1121921
192 -894 124 143.0 87
1923 573 79 115.8 68
1926 442 71 110.1 55
1928 468 65 108.9 6o647 89 105.1 851930 723 100 100.0 loo
1931 660 91 93.4 97
1932 621 86 91.9 94
1933 595 82 88.6 93
1934 98 89.2 110
1935 808 112 90.5 124
















membership of the Society in the 1930s, from 13,864 in 1930 to 16,786




















































































1919-1937. (1930 = 100)
(a) Annual Annual Annual Average
(a) Current Average Average (b) per member at
No. of Sales per Sales Retail Price Constant
Year members ('000s) member Index Index Pricee
1919 10,432 £1040 £99.69 191 136.1 140
1920 11,059 1270 114.83 220 157.6 140
1921 10,853 894 82.37 158 143.0 110
1922 10,793 573 53.09 102, 115.8 88
1923 10,399 442 42.50 81 110.1 74
1926 11,278 468 41.50 8o 108.9 73
1928 12,282 647 52.68 101 106.0 95
1930 13,864 723 52.15 100 100.0 100
1931 14,599 660 45.21 87 93.4 93
1932 15,374 621 40.39 77 91.1 85
1933 15,785 595 37.69 72 88.6 81
1934 16,786 705 42.04 80 89.2 90
1935 17,630 8408 45.83 88 90.5 97
1937 19,149 956 49.92 96 97.5 98
Source:- As Table 9.1
At constant prices, the annual average purchase per member fell by 66





















































March 1928	 £4558	 £12,685 2.8:1
March 1929 6406 14,160 2.2:1
March 1931	 5357	 15,162 2.8:1
Sept. 1931 5848 13,609 2.3:1
March 1932	 5728	 16,166 2.8:1




Sept. 1933 6653 13,117 2.0:1
March 1934	 8062	 14,543 1.8:1
Sept. 1934 9382 13,079
March 1935	 10,621	 14,943 1.4:1
Sept. 1935 8433 13,597 1.6:1
March 1936	 8756	 14,507 1.7:1
Sept. 1936 9030 14,392 1.6:1
March 1937	 10,059	 15,251 1.5:1
Sept. 1937 9512 12,981 1.4:1
March 1938	 10,243	 12,771 1.2:1









































1930 20/- 52/10 37.8
1931	17/1i	 53/4	 32.0
1932 15/4i 60/7 25.4
1933	14/31	 54/9	 26.1
1934 16/01 55/2 29.1
1935	17/61	 53/11	 32.5
1936 18/4 57/7 31.8
1937	18/8i	 60/2	 31.1





























(f) (g)(a) (b)(c) (d) (e)
4- year to
GroceryFleshing DairyFishBoots Drapery Furniture TOTAL
March 1928 £129 £24 £42 £10 £12 £37 £12 £266
March 1929 162 30 51 12 15 42 16 328
March 1931
149 34509 13 38 12 305
Sept. 1931 139 28 46 7 12 40 10 282
March 1932 139 27 49 9 10 39 11 284
Sept. 1932 136 25 47 8 10 37 9 272
March 1933132 2448 89 39 9 269
Sept. 1933 128 22	44 7 10 41 8 260
March 1934 146 27 50 10 11 48 11 303
Sept. 1934
156 27549 12 55 12 325
March 1933 171 32 51 12 14 61 17 358
Sept. 1935 168 30 58 11 13 59 15 334
March 1936
185 346114 15 66 20 395
Sept. 1936 180 31 62 12 15 63 17 380
March 1937 195 35 67 14 16 69 23 419
Sept. 1937 2003372 12 16 69 20 422
March 1938 203 36 76 1416 72 26 443
Sept. 1938 198 33 72 13 16 69 21 422
March 1939210 36 79 15 17 69 27 453










March 1928 77.0 4.7 13.7 7•3
March 1929 77.8 4.5 12.8 4.7
March 1931 79.6 4.1 12.5 ,3.9
Sept. 1931 78.3 4.1 14.2 3.4
March 1932 78.7 3.6 13.8 3.8
Sept. 1932 79.5 3.5 13-8 3.2
March 1933 78.7 3.4 14•4 3.5
Sept. 1933 77.5 3.7 15.7 3.0
March 1934 76.9 3.5 15.8 3.7
Sept. 1934 75.6 3•7 17.0 3.6
March 1935 74.4 3.8 17.0 4.8
Sept. 1935 75-3 3.7 16.6 4.3
March 1936 74.3 3.8 16.8 5.0
Sept. 1936 74.9 3.9 16.7 4.5
March 1937 74.3 3.7 16.5 5.6
Sept. 1937 75.2 3.8 16.4 4.7
March 1938 74.2 3.6 16.3 5.8
Sept. 1938 74.8 3.7 16.3 5.0
March 1939 75.2 3.7 15.2 5.9




















































































































































1919 £259.61	102 75 £35.55 71 52
1920 279.23 109 69 39.11 78 49
1921 291.06	114 80 40.74 81 57
1922 267.79 105 91 40.27 80 69
1923 247.23	96 87 37.88 75 68
1924 242.57 95 86 39.72 79 71
1925 240.94	94 84 40.80 81 73
1926 238.82 93 85 40.46 82 75
1927 241.97
	95 90 44.19 88 83
1928 248.80 97 92 44.67 89 88
1929 250.85	98 94 46.24 92 89
1930 256.08 100 100 50.39 100 loo
1931 243.57	95 102 49.42 98 105
1932 276.46 108 119 55.90 111 122
1933 281.68	no 124 59.26 118 133
1934 286.69 112 126 58.95 117 131
1935 308.50	121 134 64.01 127 140
1936 317.31 124 133 66.80 133 143
1937 330.45	129 132 69.67 138 142
1938 325.25 127 129 69.92 139 141





























Total Totalof Net TotalConstant
YearAccounts Deposits Withdrawals Balance Balance Prices(1930=100)
1921-22 48 t	3,382 e 1,416 +t 1,966 E 1,966 3
1922-23 112 6,284 2,606 +	3,677 5,643 12
1923-24 189 10,351 5,147 +	5,204 10,846 24
1924-25 334 10,573 7,050 +	3,523 14,370 32
1925-26 441 10,542 9,686 + 856 15,226 33
1926-27 556 11,642 10,538 +	1,103 16,330 37
1927-28 988 16,820 11,171 +	5,650 21,980 50
1928-29 1002 21,219 14,743 +	6,476 28,455 66
1929-30 988 24,301 15,736 +	8,538 36,987 87
1930-31 1024 25,718 20,516 +	4,157 41,144 100
1931-32 1041 19,477 23,235
-	3,758 37,395 97
1932-33 927 17,468 17,206 + 262 37,657 101
1933-34 1036 28,381 14,957 +	5,406 43,063 119
1934-35 1174 34,273 20,730 + 13,543 56,606 155
1935-36 1249 34,591 22,870 + 11,721 68,327 183,
1936-37 1342 40,347 22,732 + 12,615 80,942 212
1937-38 1410 42,716 29,635 + 13,087 94,023 235
















































2155 + 446 9.52
1931-32 4333 -1073 4.50 1942 - 213 11.96
1932-33 4104	- 229	'	4.18	1986 +	44 8.66
1933-34 4963 + 860 4.11 1674 - 312 8.94
1934-35 6052	+1088	5.66	1763 +	89 11.76




1937-38 7360 + 787 5.80 1968
- 5 15.06
1938-39 6956	- 404	4.85	2245 + 277 13.41

















































































































































































































































































































































1922 5017 1452 28.9
1923 5517 1130 20.5
1924 4424 340 707
1925 5497 373 6.8
1926 5096 - -
1927 4797
- -
1928 5066 - -
1929 5575 - -
1930 6206 168 2.7
1931 5787 529 10.2








1933 6292 7302 13,594
1934 6368 7773 14,141
1935 6755 8035 14,790
1936 6243 8115 14,358
1937 5900 8047 13,947
1938 5810 8560 14,370













































1929 20,473 57 20,530	0.3




1932 - 27,975 4557 32,532 14.0
1933

- 27,704 2166 29,870 7.3
1934
-26,094118127,2754.3
1935 - 23,306 965 24,271 4.0
1936- 24,175 591 24,766 2.4
1937 308825,60435929,0511.2
(6 months)

























































































































CINEMAS 1925 1931 1937 1939
Empire * * * *
Palace a * * *




Bank - * * *




































































































































































































































1919 29 2 1929 28 1
1920 29 2 1930 29 1
1921 25 1 1931 29 1
1922 25 1 1932 29 1
1923 25 1 1933 29 1
1924 26 1 1934 29 1
1925 27 1 1935 29 1
1926 28 1 1936 29 2
1927 28 1 1937 29 2






















































































































9. CP, 23 January 1925.
10. Ibid., 23 May 1930.
11. Quoted in Aldcroft, op. cit., p.241.
12. See Graves and Hodge, op. cit., pp.129-137, 340-542; Branson and
Heinemann, op. cit., pp.251-255.
13. CP, 26 May 1939.
14. Municipal Pictures accounts for 1929-1931 are held in the Finance
Department of Clydebank District Council.









19. CP, 22 April 1932.
20. Ibid, 15 July 1932.
21. Ibid, 27 April 1934.


























































































































































1920 1301 598 948 2847
1921	1304	 664	 928	2896
1922 1284 661 909 2854
1923	1277	 608	 820	2705
1924 1230 570 835 2635
1925	1198	 603	 852	2653
1926 1171 574 844 2589
1927	1144	 587	 837	2568
1928 1091 615 880 2586
1929	1016	 610	 886	2512
1930 1119 630 887 2636
1931	1290	 618	 888	2796
1932 1420 644 880 2944
1933	1440	 639	 903	2982
1934 1459 606 945 3010
1935	1550	 612	 951	2913
1936 1587 557 958 2902
1937	1404	 523	 961	2888







































1919 £1759 £460 £634 £28532..0.5d.
1920 1480 485 1324 3289 1.3.0.
192114875409372964 1.0.5.
1922 1107 596 836 25390.17.10.
1923 956 532 877 2365 0.17.5.
1924119264910162857 1.1.7.
1925 1068 597 843 25080.19.0
1926 904 503 1043 2450 0.19.0.
19276416376481926 0.15.0.
1928 903 499 1180 26621.0.7.
1929 749 505 1036 2290 0.18.2.
1930
8575409272324 0.17.7.
1931 1120 427 800 23470.16.10.
1932 1170 642 706 2518 0.17.2.
1933-4597911250 0.16.2.
1934 1330 679 786 29951.0.0.
1935 1148 641 967 2756 0.19.0.
193612746178902781 0.19.2.
1937 1113 586 751 24500.17.0.
























1919 £34 1930 £33
1920 34 1931 30
1921 34 1932 29
1922 29 1933 32
1923 33 1934 30
1924 31 1935 24
1925 32 1936 26
1926 32 1937 28
1927 31 1938 41















































































































1925 15.2 331070 0.7
1926 16.4 38,478 0.8
1927 10.6 31,204 0.6
1928 11.7 33,506 0.7
1929 12.1 35,501 0.7
1930 18.5 36,723 0.8
1931 26.6 38,401	4,842,980 0.8
1932 27.7 48,734 1.0
1933 26.1 49,834 1.0
1934 23.1 51,951 1.1
1935 21.3 59,753 1.2
1936 18.7 59,407 1.2
1937 15.3 58,806 1.2




















- 1585 3.4 50
1921
- 1097 46,506 2.4 50
1922
_ 849 1.8 50
1923
- 672 1.4 50
1924
- 879 1.9 50
1925
- 983 2.1 50
1926
- 812 1.7 50
1927 6.5 1058 2.3 58*
1928 4.8 944 24 58
1929 6.3 982 2.1 58
1930 12.4 1092 2.3 57
1931 34.6 871 46,952 1.8 56
1932 5(44 807 1.7 56
1933 43.5 752 1.6 55
1934 29.6 678 1.4 55
1935 23.5 862 1.8 54
1936 18.5 888 1.9 55
1937 11.5 1044 2.2 57
1938 11.5 1162 2.5 59



































































































17. Such as H Jones Crime in a Changing Society (London 1965) ch.2
PP.24-39 or J B Mays Crime and the Social Structure (London 1963)
ch.2 pp .30-51. For the inter-war period see H Mannheim "Crime and
Unemployment" in ed. W G Carson and P Wiles The Sociology of 
Crime and Delinquency in Britain vol.1 (London 1971), pp.44-52.
























































































































































1921 11?	If - - - M
1922 12?	3	—	_	— M
1923 10?4_ —Housing Ass/ m
1 Lab
1924 6?	8	—	—	" 1	" Labour
1925 5 9 — — in 1	“ L
1926 9	5	1	 -	 - M
1927 11 3 1 — — M
1928 12	 2	 1	 -	 - M
1929 12	 3 — _ _ M
1930 13 5	2	 -	 - M
1931 13	5 2	 -	 - M
1932 13 If3 _ — m
1933 11	6	3	—	_ M
1934 10 8 2	 -	 - M/Indep
1935 7	11	2	 -	 - Labour
1936 6 12	 1	 1 — L
1937 7	13 1 1	 - L
1938 5 13	1	1 — L





































































































1921 - - - 3,771 5 754
1922 - - - 2,632 4 658
1923 - - - 6,129 5 1,226
1924 3,783 3 1,261 3,461 3 1,154
1925 7,577 5 1,515 4,404 5 881
1926 6,428 5 1,286 4,684 5 937
1927 6,151 5 1,230 2,871 4 718
1928 4,362 4 1,091 4,063 4 1,016
1929 9,871 11 897 6,046 7 864
1930 6,634 5 1,327 4,959 5 992
1931 5,126 5 1,015 5,517 5 1,103
1932 4,833 5 967 4,917 4 1,229
1933 5,828 6 971 5,824 4 1,456
1934 6,985 6 1,164 8,050 6 1,342
1935 5,459 5 1,092 7,379 5 1,476
1936 5,251 5 1,050 6,279 5 1,256
1937 3,330 3 1,110 7,950 5 1,590
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1919 12,460 7 7,467 17,266 43.2
1920 10,911 5 10,911 21,833 50.0
1921 10,184 6 8,876 21,532 41.2
1922 16,020 6 13,023 22,067 59.0
1923 12,017 5 12,017 21,443 56.0
1924 9,806 4 9,806 17,459 56.2
1925 14,852 6 12,367 22,091 56.0
1926 12,099 5 12,099 22,644 53.4
1927 9,912 5 9,912 22,666 43.7
1928 9,096 4 9,096 18,669 48.7
1929 23,221 11 10,311 27,272 37.8
1930 12,702 5 12,702 27,189 46.7
1931 13,809 5 13,809 27,701 49.9
1932 14,702 5 14,702 28,283 52.0
1933 15,905 5 15,905 28,523 55.7
1934 16,525 6 13,880 29,115 47.7
1935 14,565 5 14,565 29,089 50.1
1936 14,065 5 9,980 23,495 42.5
1937 13,297 5 13,297 29,009 45.8






















































24keep party leadership out of our local administration."
In 1926 a specifically non-party candidate, John Bryce, stood in the








































































































































Full Scale Full Scale Part Scale Part Scale
Year Increase Decrease Increase DecreaseControl
June 1930 • - - -	Moderate
Dec1930 - * - Moderate
Oct 1931 - * - -	Moderate
Jan1934 - - * - Moderate/Independent
June 1934 - - * -	Moderate/Independent
Dec1934 - - * - Labour
Jan 1936 - - * -	Labour























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































elections because he stumbled at a public meeting after visiting a
pub.
The last influence on politics can be considered is religionFthough












audience at a public meeting that his organisation was "non-political
and non-sectarig"„ and by the reported remarks of at least one
municipal candidate in 1933 that he
"did not represent any one political party, sect or creA."




















































































1918	70.4%	J Taylor Coalition Liberal 11,734 52.6
D Kirkwood Labour 10,566 47.4
1922	76.2	D Kirkwood Labour 16,397 64.3
J Taylor National Liberal 9,107 35.7
1923	68.o	D Kirkwood Labour 13,472 61.3
W B Munro Conservative 8,520 38.7
1924	76.1
	
D Kirkwood Labour 14,562 59.2
W B Munro Conservative 10,027 40.8
1929	77.1	D Kirkwood Labour 19,193 63.1
C Milne Conservative 11,275 36.9
1931	80.7	D Kirkwood Independent Labour 16,335 51.6
N I McCracken Conservative 15,338 48.4
1935	78.7	D Kirkwood Labour 20,409 65.2
N I McCracken Conservative 10,909 34.8
Source:- F W C Craig British Parliamentary Election Results 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































17. For housing growth, mainly during periods of Moderate . Control, see
ch.8 9 pp.198-209.







































































































































120. CP, 5 January 1923.
121. CTCM, 12 September 1932; 14 August 1933; 9 October 1933.
122. CP, 16 September 1932.
123. CTCM, 12 September 1932.
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In 1921, of a total of 46,506 citizens, 23,947 (51.5%) were male and
22,558 were female. By 1931, in the total population of 46,952, there



















Clydebank 37.1 49.2 11.3 2.1
Greenock 32.7 48.1 14.6 4.5
Glasgow 31.3 49.7 15.2 3.8
Dundee 30.6 47.6 16.7 5.1
Paisley 31.9 48.7 15.2 4.1
Scotland 32.3 46.7 16.0 5.4
1921 (both sexes)
Clydebank 33.2 48.4 15.4 2.7
Greenock 31. 6 47.5 16.3 4.5
Glasgow 29. 3 48.4 18.0 4.2
Dundee 27.4 46.4 213.1 6.1
Paisley 29.1 48.4 17.7 4.8
Scotland 29.5 46.2 18.6 6.0
1931 (both sexes)
Clydebank 29.4 47.4 18.7 4.5
Greenock 30.6 44.9 18.7 5.8
Glasgow 27.3 47.4 19.7 5.6
Dundee 25.9 45.6 20.8 7.5
Paisley 27.1 47.5 19.1 6.3
Scotland 26.9 45.8 20.2 7.3
1951 (both sexes)
Clydebank 26.2 46.2 19.8 7.7
Greenock 26.7 43.6 21.0 8.8
Glasgow 24.8 44.1 22.5 8.6
Dundee 24.2 42.4 23.0 10.4
Paisley 24.8 43.4 22.7 9.0



































































































































































































































In 1929 there were 31 trains, a 34.8% increase in number in the













































1927	16	 -	 9	 -




































later 1930s. Table 3.4, p.29 has shown a 10% increase in male tertiary





























6.32 am in 1923, 1925 and 1927. In 1929 and 1931 this had risen to








only that early trams ran from approximately 5.10 am to 6.30 am - no
frequency is indicated. In 1933 eleven trams were scheduled to run






































































































1919 26.0 28.7 23.2 18.7 21.8 21.7 + 4.3
1920 31.6 33.3 31.7 29.9 29.6 28.1 + 3.5
1921 28.8 30.2 28.7 26.5 26.3 25.2 + 3.6
1922 25.6 27.7 27.3 24.6 24.8 23.3 + 2.1
1923 23.6 27.0 25.6 24.6 23.5 22.8 + 0.8
1924 22.4 24.2 24.1 22.6 21.6 21.9 + 0.5
1925 23.7 24.5 24.6 21.8 22.5 21.3 + 2.4
1926 23.0 23.9 23.5 21.9 22.4 20.9 + 2.1
1927 21.3 22.2 22.11 20.4 20.6 19.8 + 1.5
1928 22.6 24.1 22.3 20.3 20.2 19.8 + 2.8
1929 20.6 22.2 21.2 20.9 20.5 19.0 + 1.6
1930 20.5 23.8 21.5 20.0 20.7 19.6 + 0.9
1931 20.5 23.4 20.9 19.5 20.4 19.0 + 1.5
1932 20.1 21.5 20.6 18.5 18.8 18.6 + 1.5
1933 17.8 20.6 19.3 17.5 17.5 17.6 + 0.2
1934 18.2 20.9 19.6 18.7 18.1 18.0 + 0.2
1935 18.7 21.2 19.7 17.9 17.7 17.8 4. 0.7
1936 17.9 20.3 20.0 17.7 18.8 17.9 0.0
1937 17.9 21.6 19.8 17.6 18.9 17.6 + 0.3
1938 18.2 20.2 19.5 17.6 18.7 17.7 4. 0.5

























Dundee, 23.3% for Paisley and 33.5% for Greenock.
Throughout the inter-war years the birth rate in Scotland was falling
but that in Clydebank was falling more rapidly, so that  from an excess
of 3.5 per thousand over the Scottish rate in 1920 the figure dropped
to 0.3 by 1939. The fall in the Clydebank rate seems to have been
more rapid than in most other urban areas - between 1920 and 1939
the rate fell by 13.0 per thousand in Grenock, 12.5 in Glasgow,
14.1 in Dundee and 11.2 in Paisley as against 13.9 in Clydebank.
This fall was occurring despite the factors mentioned above  as


















the Clydebank rate fell by 9.2 per thousand, in Greenock the rate
fell by 9.1, in Glasgow by 7.6, in Dundee 7.3, in Paisley by 8.0 and
in Scotland by 6.2. Between 1929 and 1933 the Clydebank rate was
reduced by 2.8; in Greenock by 1.6; in Glasgow by 1.9; in Dundee by
3.4; in Paisley by 3.0 and in Scotland by 1.4. The severity of the
depression affecting Clydebank must be reflected in the substantial
reductions in an already falling birth rate. The smaller reduction
in the early 19308 when depression was most severe is partly a



































Paisley ScotlandGreenock Glasgow Dundee
1919 6.7 8.9 11.7 10.6 8.0 9.0
1920 7.2 9.7 13.2 12.4 10.3 9.6
1921 5.6 7•4 10.7 10.0 8.3 8.0
1922 4.3 6.3 9.1 8.7 6.8 7.0
1923 4•7 6.6 9.6 8.3 7.5 7.2
1924 4.5 6.0 8.4 7.6 5.9 6.6
1925 4.5 5.5 8.5 7.6 7.1 6.6
1926 5.0 5.4 8.3 7.7 6.2 6.3
1927 5.2 4.9 8.5 7.4 6.7 6.6
1928 5.6 5.9 8.7 7.8 6.8 6.7
1929 5.5 5.8 8.5 7.7 7.0 6.8
1930 6.2 6.7 8.6 7.7 6.4 6.8
1931 5.0 5.6 8.4 7.2 6.1 6.7
1932 5.9 5.3 8.3 7.3 6.4 6.8
1933 6.0 5.9 8.4 7.9 6.6 7.0
1934 6.6 6.9 9.2 8.7 8.4 7.5
1935 7.5 7.3 9.6 8.9 8.2 7.7
1936 7.4 7.4 9.3 8.2 8.4 7.6
1937 7.0 6.8 9.5 8.6 7.4 7.7
1938 6.5 6.9 9.7 7.9 7.1 7.8





















15 - 24 6.8 8.4 8.3 8.2 7.9
25 - 34 61.3 59.2 57.9 62.0 58.3
35 - 44 81.6 77.2 78.2 83.2 80.7













75 - 84 98.8 92.0 93.6 94.6 91.7







15 - 24 15.0 18.2 14.4 12.8 12.2
25 - 34 74.7 67.7 61.5 53.0 56.1
35 - 44 90.4 80.7 78.6 71.9 73.5
45 - 54. 94.3 83.4 814.0 76.5 79.1
55 - 64 94.8 84.8 85.3 76.3 81.7
65 - 74 94.9 87.1 87.3 77.9 82.4
75 - 84 94.5 88.5 88.3 83.3 85.1






15 - 24 9.4 7.6 7.0 7.6 6.4
25 - 34 58.6 58.3 57.8 61.8 03.3
35 - 44 83.5 81.9 82.0 86.9 82.3
45 - 54 85.2 83.2 83.6 88.5 86.3
55 - 64 87.2 82.8 84.5 89.8 87.0
65 - 74 92.1 86.2 87.3 92.1 87.7
75 - 84 94.5 87.0 91.1 93.0 93.8







15 - 24 13.3 15.6 13.2 12.8 12.0
25 - 34 66.6 65.3 59.7 56.9 56.6
35 - 44 88.0 80.2 77.8 71.6 72.5
45 - 54 91.0 81.5 81.3 75.4 76.3
55 - 64 93.4 81.5 83.6 76.3 78.5
65 - 74 93.7 83.0 83.5 75.9 80-7
75 - 84 95.1 86.9 85.5 75.1 83.3
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Of males responding 15 had been unemployed (68%) and 7 (3) had not.




















occurring year was 1932 with 4 • This was followed by 1923 with 2.
On a five yearly basis, 3 lost employment between 1920 and 1924, 2













Questions 19 and 20 - Adequacy of Assistance - Question 19 on unemploy-
ment insurance benefit was not answered by  9 individuals and question
20 on the P.A.C. by 11. Of those answering there was almost total

































Questions 25 and 26 - Organisations - Various organisations involved
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21. Report of the Medical Officer of Health of Clydebank  1953, p.5.
22. Report of the Sanitary Inspector of Clydebank  1919, p.8.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































November 1979, p.525. See also chap.6 1 pp:116-120.
7, CP, 2 January 1931.
8. Figures based on a sample of applicants for extra relief to
Clydebank Town Council (see chapter 5, p.95). Of 314 applicants











Businesses Increasing in Number 1925-26 1932-33 1939-40
Accountants 1 If 3
Amusements (Cinemas + Theatres) - 6 6
Bakers 6 7 9
Banks 6 7 7
Builders - 3 4
Butchers 7 13 12
Carriers 1 2 2
Chemical Manufacturers - 3 3
Chemists and Pharmacists 5 6 6
Chiropodist - - 1
Drysalter - - 1
Engineers 5 8 6
Fishmongers 2 4 4
Hairdressers 3 8 6
Bousefurnishers 1 2 2
Ironmongers - 3 3
Ladies and Childrens Outfitters 3 5 4
Market Gardeners - - 1
Motor Engineers 1 1 2
Music Teachers - - 1
Newsagents 8 11 11
Pawnbrokers 2 4 4
Plumbers 6 8 8
Radio Dealers - - 3
Shipbuilders - - 1
Solicitors 3 4 4
Spirit Dealers 19 19 20




































Types of Business Remaining Static 1925-26 1932-33 1939-40
in Number
Dental Surgeons 4 4 4
Funeral Undertakers 2 2 2
House and Estate Agents 4 5 4
Insurance Companies 2 2 2
Music Sellers 1 2 1
Newspapers 1 1 1
Opticians 2 2 2
Painters 3 2 3
Slaters 4 4 4
Tailors and Clothiers 5 6 5






































































































































































































































(a) Very Sympathetically (a) = Yes 1___j No
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